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ABSTRACT

The IT was earned out at AMELIA AGRO AFRICA LTD in Naminya sub county, Buikwe

district for eight weeks that's from 28thFEBRUARY _22ndAPRIL 2022 mainly on crop and

animal al production.

Objectives of the IT was to enable students to acquire skills in relation to the theory learnt in

class about management of crops, animals and other agribusiness activities, to enable students

interact with people of different categories like managers, supervisors, farmers and other

workers.

The IT activities were; making poultry production records, fermenting of feeds for animals and

birds, cleaning around the different units oflivestock and black soldier fly inclusive, sourcing

and providing feeds to animals and birds, harvesting and value addition on the fruits, vegetables,

seedbed preparation, deworming of birds, cleaning of feeding troughs and drinkers,

transplanting, preparation of planting trays, management ofBSF, LAYING OF COMPOST

MATERIALS, Temperature measurement in compost and many others.

While at the farm challenges were encountered some of them are difficult in communication with

some farm workers which made explanation in other projects less understood, insufficient

income to facilitate the students stay, weather changes.
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CHAPTER ONE.

INTRODUCTION.

This chapter introduces the student to the background of IT, the objectives, main purposes,

vision, mission, location, and the of the host institution.

Back ground

Industrial training refers to the program offered by higher institutions of learning such as

universities, colleges that offer good practical training to students with various courses in a

specified time frame.

It's offered by both government and private companies such as NOOs.

The management board of BUSITEMA UNNERSITY always allows students to chose thir own

places which are convenient to them and the IT placement letters are delivered to the chosen

institution by the student, later forward the acceptance letter to prove that has been offered a

vacancy to the management.

,/ Objectives of the IT

• To develop the skills in application of theory to potential work situation.

• To develop skills and techniques directly applicable to their career

• To build strength, team work spirit and self-confidence in the student life.

• Expose and enable students apply the research concepts theoretically like interviewing,

observation and taking daily records .

../ Purpose of the IT

1

• It helps to expose students to real work of environment experience at the same time.

• Enables the student gain knowledge through hands on, observation and execution.

• Enables students develop skills in work ethics communication and management.

• Ability to relate the theoretical knowledge with its application in the field of work.


